
Weather and Climate  

Within this unit of the work, the children will understand that 

differences in weather and climate affect localities and  

lifestyles.  They will know that weather is a mix of events that 

happen each day in our atmosphere including temperature, 

rainfall and humidity. In this unit, the children will discover 

how weather and climate around the world impacts on our 

lives. Through Geography, the children will be finding out 

about weather and climate in different parts of the world. 

They will find out how human activities in different regions 

are affected by weather and climate. The children will use 

all of this information to produce their own weather         

forecasts.  They will find out how clouds are formed, about 

the water cycle and about some extreme weather records. 

Within Science, the children will be conducting experiments 

to simulate weather types, making predictions, observations 

and drawing conclusions.  They will also find out how we can 

measure and record weather. In Technology, the children 

will be designing and building their own weather station   

instruments and finding out about the different types of 

modern technology used to measure weather. Towards the 

end of the unit, within the International strand, the children 

will be finding out about climate and environmental        

problems in our home and host countries. They will also find 

out what simple things we can do to help improve our     

environment.  

During this term, the children will be focusing on agility, 

balance and co-ordination within their PE lessons. 

They will travel and move through different pieces of 

equipment at speed changing their direction and  

increasing their speed through ladders and hurdles. 

They will learn to land on the balls of their feet to 

change direction quickly and use their awareness to 

look for space and equipment that is free to use. 

Alongside this, the children will apply these skills to   

different games  involving attacking and defending 

and throwing and catching. Within their PE lesson the     

children will also be setting their own personal        

challenges.

As part of our music provision, Bolton Music  

Service will be teaching Year 5 how to play  

African drums. They will learn a range of African 

drumming techniques such as slap, tone and bass. 

Being me in my world 

 

Within this unit of work, the children will learn how to 

face new challenges positively and know how to 

set personal goals.  They will understand their rights 

and responsibilities as a British citizen and as a 

member of the school community. They will begin 

to make choices about their own behaviour as they 

will understand how rewards and consequences 

feel. The children will understand how the              

behaviour and attitude of one individual can       

impact on a group. Towards the end of the unit, 

they will understand how democracy and having a 

voice benefits the school community and know 

how to participate in this. 

Our Vision is: To ensure lifelong learning for the whole 

community by building a better future together. 

Our Mission is: To build and maintain learning 

communities by developing passionate learners 

through personalised learning for a globally 

changing world. By nurturing each child’s faith 

journey, based on Christian values, we enable 

lifelong learning through promoting high standards, 

encouraging enquiring minds and valuing ourselves 

and others in our school community and beyond.  

Learning @ SSSJ inspires us to 

discover, explore and use our 

knowledge, skills and attitudes to 

develop ourselves as citizens of 

tomorrow.  

If you would like any further details about the 

curriculum, please look at our website 

sssj.bolton.sch.uk. If you do have any other 

questions or concerns, please contact the school 

office on 01204 333 583. 



Within this fiction unit, the children will be              

developing a love of reading through the myth 

‘Prometheus and Pandora’ As part of the unit, the 

children will analyse the importance of different 

characters to the development of the story and 

examine the role of the narrator as storyteller.      

Differences between oral and written storytelling 

are explored and used to support the children’s 

own writing and storytelling. 

 

The non-fiction part of the unit develops children’s 

understanding of the features of instructional     

writing.  They will analyse, evaluate and write      

instructions. Towards the end of the unit, the       

children will write instructions for making a human, 

like in the Prometheus and Pandora story, which 

In maths, the children will first recall their prior 

knowledge of place from the previous year. After 

this, they will build on their understanding of 

place value by finding the value of each digit in     

numbers up to 100,000. They will learn how to 

partition these numbers in different ways and 

represent them using different practical             

resources. The children will then go on to learn 

how to round numbers to the nearest 10, 100 and 

1,000 and how to count on and back in 1’s, 10’s, 

100’s, 1,000’s.  Later on in the unit, the children 

will identify and represent numbers on a number 

line to 100,000 and compare and order these 

numbers in different ways. They will then go on to 

read and write numbers in Roman numerals up 

to 10,000. Towards the end of the term, the chil-

dren will use their understanding of place value 

that they have learnt and apply it to numbers up 

to 1,000,000. 

During worship time, the children will be reading and        

listening to different stories from the bible and reflecting on 

what you can learn from them. As well as this, the children 

will also discuss how the stories they hear link to the schools 

Christian values and personal learning goals. It 

is also a time where children can reflect and 

share examples of when they or someone has 

they have seen shown  or demonstrated these 

values.

Bake it! 
 

Within this unit of work, the children will learn all about 

science by making bread. The processes involved in 

making bread can teach us how molecules behave 

in different materials (solids, liquids and gases) and 

how these materials can be changed.  

Through science, the children will be finding out how 

live yeast grows, how carbon dioxide behaves and 

which solids dissolve in water.  The children will also 

find out about water vapour and evaporation as well 

as what happens when foods are heated.  The      

children will find out about properties of water, solids, 

liquids and gases.  They will use their knowledge of 

properties to group everyday materials.  

Within technology, the children will be finding out 

how to design and make a new brand 

of food. Towards the end of the unit, 

through the international strand, the  

children will begin to understand why 

bread is important for people all over the 

world.  

Creation and Science: Conflicting or             

Complementary? 

 

Children will outline the importance of Creation 

on the timeline of the Bible. They will also identify 

what type of text some Christians say Genesis 1 

is, and its purpose. We will be discussing what 

Genesis 1 might mean, and comparing our ideas 

with ways in which Christians interpret it.  The   

children will also make clear connections         

between Genesis 1 and Christian beliefs about 

God as Creator. Towards the end of the unit, 

they will look at why many Christians find science 

and faith go together and identify key ideas  

arising from their study of Genesis 1. Finally, they 

will discuss whether the Genesis 1 creative       

narrative is in conflict or is complementary, with 

a scientific account. 

Digital citizenship 

 
Children will examine the consequences of their online   

activity–both good and bad. Children will learn the         

principles of staying safe online and then move onto web 

content and how they interact with it. The children will learn 

to make responsible choices about their online identity and 

identify how their identity online can be copied, changed 

and altered . 

Year 5 will also be learning about how to make positive 

contributions online and looking at the fact that some    

people online may want to do people harm and that this is 

not their fault. The children will then be looking at how   

technology can affect healthy sleep, and discussing ways 

in which we can address this. 


